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Fast Charging cable Rocoren USB-C to USB-C Retro Series 2m 240W (grey)

Rocoren USB-C to USB-C Retro Series 240W Fast Charging Cable, 2m (gray)
The  Rocoren  Retro  Series  Fast  Charging  Cable,  with  a  length  of  2  meters  and  an  output  of  up  to  240W,  is  a  breakthrough  in  device
charging. With support for the latest PD 3.1 and QC 5.0 standards, it is able to charge devices at remarkable speeds, being compatible
with a wide power range from 20W to 240W. This means you can charge your MacBook Pro 2021 up to 78% in just 60 minutes, making it
ideal for professionals and users who need their devices ready to go fast.
 
Charge stability and security
The advanced e-marker chip provides more stable and safer charging by intelligently adjusting the current according to the needs of the
device being charged.  The cable is  designed to ensure safe charging,  protecting your device from overcurrent,  overheating and other
potential hazards.
 
High quality data transmission
The 480 Mbps data transfer speed allows for fast and efficient file transfers between devices, which is crucial when working with large
files and heavy data usage.
 
Durability and robustness
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The cable is characterized by exceptional durability thanks to its high-quality aluminum jacket and nylon braid, which provides resistance
to bending and damage. The robust construction and excellent interface fit guarantee long-lasting and reliable use.
 
Universal compatibility
The Rocoren USB-C to USB-C Retro Series is universally compatible with a variety of devices that use a USB-C connector, from laptops to
smartphones, tablets and other gadgets. The 2-meter length provides convenience for use in a home or office environment.
 
	Manufacturer
	Rocoren
	Manufacturer code
	RCPBTT2-RTB0G
	Material
	Aluminum shield + nylon braid
	Length 
	2m
	Color
	Gray
	Transmission speed
	480 Mbps
	Output power
	240W max

Preço:

€ 8.00

Acessórios para computadores, Other, Cabos
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